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First: Executive Summary: 

In July 2014, “Islamic State” group aka ISIS launched a large-scale 

military operation against the villages of Al Shuaitat tribe (Abu Hamam, 

al Kushkia, and Gharanij) following the failure of the agreement that was 

made between ISIS and the tribe notables. The witness Hamad Al 

Mustafa, pseudonym, from Gharanijvillage, says:  

“The invasion took place in in the holy month of Ramadan and the 
displacement was in Eid days. The group used different kinds of 

weapons including light and heavy guns along with mortar shells and 

tankers” 

The group militants committed executions against hundreds of civilians 

in the three villages and did not allowed the rest to bury the killed. Most 

houses in the village of Abo Hamam were stolen and the moved outside. 

The witness Abo Ali, pseudonym, from Abo Hamam village says 

“Most of execution cases were committed randomly. Some of IDPs and 
visitors were also killed”. 

The witness Abo Mohammad says: “They stormed Nabd Al Haya 
hospital in Hajeen and killed at least three injured along with their 

companions. They also stormed a hospital in Al Mayadin city and killed 

one injured. All the victims were from Al Shuaitat tribe”.  

The witness confirms that “the group militants killed every injured who 

was found after they succeeded in their invasion”. “On August 11th, 
the militants stormed a camp in Al Bahra village and arrested a number 

of people, where their destiny is still unknown until this moment”. 

Abo Ali says “The militant confiscated furniture, livestock, and vehicles 
and sold them in public sale, one of them in Al Omar field and the 

other in Conoco gas plant. They took the houses and resided them”. 

ISIS militants’ pursuit the IDPs of these three villages in the displacement 
destinations and arrested and killed dozens of them. The witness Abo 

Mohammad says “A number of Osman Al Sabaa sons were arrested, 
one of them was executed nearby ISIS checkpoint after forcing his 
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family to spit on him, his father was forced to kiss the head of his 

slaughtered son after cutting his head. A large number of the civilians 

of Abo Hamam and Al Kushkia villages were arrested”. 

ISIS did not allow the victims’ relatives to bury them. Khalil Al Saad, 
pseudonym, narrates the story of executing his uncle “Some 
populations took the body of my uncle and buried it without having 

the permission of the group. Then, ISIS militants stormed their houses 

and forced them to pull out the body and crucify it again, and then 

they forced the victims’ relatives to pass on the body”. 

In January 2016, ISIS decided to allow the populations of Abo Hamam to 

return, however, part of the tribe returned, and the majority headed 

towards the north. 

The witness Ahmad al-Sayyid , pseudonym, says:     

“After we were allowed to return to our homes, we found corpses lying 
in the streets, in houses, mass graves and over 700 bodies. We also 

found our houses Looted and destroyed” the witness also confirmed 
that "The burial was not done in the Islamic way and they were not 

allowed to attend the burial" 

Justice for life organization demands:   

1- To refer the situation in Syria to the International Criminal Court 

for the investigation of both war crimes and crimes against humanity, 

which may include the case of Shu'aitat tribe villages. 

2- To work towards a political solution in Syria in accordance with 

Security Council resolutions. The Justice for Life organization cautions 

that any delay in reaching a just solution will allow all parties of 

conflict to continue the commit violations. 

3- The necessity to consider all crimes committed by all parties of the 

conflict in Syria since this will contribute in to prevent extremism. 
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Second: About the Organization: 

Justice for life organization 

Is an independent, Syrian, civil society organization which is non-

governmental and nonprofit. The organization includes a lot of Syrians 

activists and defenders for human rights despite the difference of their 

orientation and their affiliations. The organization works on 

documenting all human rights violations for the aim of benefiting the 

documentations in upcoming phase that follows the war, the 

organization uses collected evidence which is being audited carefully by 

transitional justice processes in its various forms. Furthermore, the 

organization constantly works on advocacy campaigns, workshops and 

conferences that mainstream the human rights culture in the Syrian 

society      

Our Vision 

The organization aspires to a Syrian society based on citizenship and the 

rule of law, in which all the Syrians can have justice and equality.  

Our Message 

The enhance of justice through monitoring and documenting human 

rights violations, the issuance of statistics and thematic reports of 

human rights to be use it in the process of justice achievement in Syria. 

Nevertheless, the organization since its establishment is working on the 

capacity building of Syrian activities to enable them to seek the facts and 

document them in the most efficient methods  

Our Values 

The Organization believes that human rights are inherent rights, owned 

by people on an equal manner without any neutralization, interrelated, 

indivisible or inalienable. 

Third: Introduction: 

Who is the Shu'aitat tribe? 

Shu'aitat is an Arab tribe that falls from the tribe of Al-Aagidat which has 

Shu'aitat is a massive extension in Syria, Iraq and the Arabian Peninsula. 

http://jfl.ngo/
http://jfl.ngo/?p=4975
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, and Aagidat-as a one of the largest tribes in the tribe of Al considered

one of the richest tribes. The tribe is divided in to three families: Aljdoua 

- Olayan - Khanfour 

 

Where the villages of Shu'aitat tribe are located? 

, Granij - Kashkiya-Al - Abu HamamThe tribe is spared into three villages: 

district  which is -sub Hajin owhich are administratively subordinated t

district. The three  Al Boukmaladministratively subordinated to the 

in the east. Deir Ezzorvillages are about 90 km far from  

 

The invasion and its causes: 

After ISIS domination over the most of Deir Ezzor، they hold an 

agreement with the leaders of Shu'aitat tribe that stats that they hand 

over their weapons in exchange for the safety of the people of the three 

villages, one of ISIS’s patrols attacked a house of three young men, 
arrested and killed them. This incident triggered the village members 

who attacked the headquarters of the ISIS’s patrol and killed its 
members causing ISIS to raid the area. 

The ISIS attacked the villages of the Shu'aitat tribe, which located in east 

o Deer Al Zour, on the 20th of July 2014, which forced a lot of people to 

leave their houses but the ISIS  prevented them in the beginning unless 

they hand them their weapons, however the conflict stormed and ISIS 

invaded the area, but a huge part of the people managed to escape to 

the neighboring villages and towns Al Boukmal district , fearing for their 

lives because ISIS members started killing and arresting campaign.  

 

After The People of the Three Villages Had Been Allowed To Return : 

After the return of the residents of the villages, ISIS maintained a huge 

security and military force in the town of Abu Hammam and continued 

of the population. These practices  daily lifeto impose its control on the 

were concentrated on the movement, Commitment to the particular 

http://jfl.ngo/?p=4975
https://earth.google.com/web/search/%D8%BA%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%8A%D8%AC/@34.7799517,40.71422355,184.58874529a,5691.67449453d,35y,3.94081797h,10.24077411t,0r/data=CigiJgokCb5s72ZNeEFAEdcCrQxwY0FAGfkACrnbZERAIVrMvSgzTkRA
https://earth.google.com/web/@34.82141381,40.69286813,184.58539142a,5474.53858521d,35y,-5.05419104h,26.13647163t,0r/data=ClwaWhJSCiUweDE1NDYyYTQzOGU0NzliNTM6MHg5Y2VmNzQ2NDkzZWViNTkwGYpmr4iraEFAISLzEq0mWERAKhdBbGtpc2hraWVoIE11bmljaXBhbGl0eRgCIAEoAg
https://earth.google.com/web/@34.84788784,40.68239808,184.61042372a,5086.84854951d,35y,0.22216019h,0.93250681t,0r/data=Ck4aTBJECiUweDE1NDYyYTdmMjVmMTFiNGQ6MHg1Nzc4MzQzNjIzYjQ3MWY5GfrARHLobEFAIXyVITO8V0RAKglBYnUgSGFtYW0YAiABKAI
https://earth.google.com/web/@34.68852865,40.83423295,179.17845387a,4428.60020104d,35y,0h,45t,0r/data=CkkaRxI_CiQweDE1NDYyNWI1ZWFjMWVjM2Y6MHg3YWZiOGQwOGM2ZjczNWYZrhsAu-RXQUAhZW6-Ed1qREAqBUhhamluGAIgASgCKAI
https://earth.google.com/web/@34.45278763,40.93002711,184.07113279a,10922.66805745d,35y,0h,0t,0r/data=Ck8aTRJFCiUweDE1NDYzZjhkNjMzZGNhZDU6MHg3NjEzMmNjYjQ5OWM1YmEwGRV-usuPO0FAIdOjBFg_dERAKgpBbCBCdWthbWFsGAIgASgC
https://earth.google.com/web/@35.3351222,40.1379758,214.80241509a,18964.52431701d,35y,0h,0t,0r/data=ClAaThJGCiUweDE1NDgxN2Y0YWVkZGI3NjE6MHg0Y2JjOWQ1OGU5ODEzNzRmGaUIugcyqkFAISKsIcxIEURAKgtEZWlyIGV6LVp1chgCIAEoAg
http://jfl.ngo/?p=5390&lang=en
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dressing that is decided by ISIS, and they forced a high strain on the 

communication with fleeing fighters of the tribe under the excuse of the 

apostasy judgment. 

 

The Current Situation of the Three Villages: 

Syria's democratic forces controlled most of villages and towns which 

are located in the north of Euphrates river, including Abo Humam 

villages, Kashkia and Granig. This control was gained through the battle 

of Aljazeera storm which was announced by the forces and supported by 

the US-led International Alliance against Terror. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fourth: Methodology: 

This report covers the cases of extrajudicial executions, the arrests and 

displacement of the residents of Shu'aitat villagers that are committed 

by the ISIS. The report was based on testimony of 14 witnesses 

distributed as follows: 7 witnesses in Deir Ezzor, one in Idleb, four 

witness in the Turkish city of Urfa and one in the Turkish city of 

Gaziantep. The report is done through visits made by the justice of life 
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organization researchers in addition to one testimony done via skype 

with a witness in Turkish city of Elazığ. 

Justice of life organization formed a special team to collect the 

testimonies. The special team was trained in three days’ workshop in 
which team learned to put the report structure and the testimonies 

collecting method. 

Syrian program of the The justice of life organization contacted with the 

to help in forming the special legal framework of the  mentLegal Develop

crimes that this report covers. 

Justice for Life believes in the credibility of the witnesses because of the 

level of detail they have given, as well as the images and videos that 

were published on YouTube by ISIS members  

All the interviews were conducted in Arabic, the organization 

researchers explained the special purpose of the interviews and the 

Organization had the witness consent to use the information they 

provided in the report 

 

 

 
 

 

Fifth: Challenges  

During the collection of the testimonies, the team faced a range of 

challenges, most notably: 

1- Almost four years have passed since the incident and the 

displacement of most victims' families to different areas inside and 

outside Syria which made it very difficult to reach the witness. 

https://www.syrianldp.com/
https://www.syrianldp.com/
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2- Many of those who were contacted refused to give their testimony for 

security reasons, fearing the return of the ISIS and its oppression, as well 

as the belief of the victims' families that it is useless to document and 

talk about the violations they have suffered, and this situation forced the 

organization to expand its search and reach witnesses in different areas. 

3- Lack of financial resources to move inside and outside the 

governorate. 

4- The large number of checkpoints spread inside and outside Deir al-

Zour governorate, which restricted the movement of the organization's 

researchers. 

5- Some witnesses refused to give their names because they fear the 

retaliation of ISIS members 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sixth: Legal Framework 

The Applied law on the conflict in Syria: 

on 17 July 2012 describing the armed  declarationThe (ICRC) issued a 

conflict in Syria as a non-international armed conflict. Therefore, the 

rules of international humanitarian law and international human rights 

of Geneva four  1lethird articlaw apply to this conflict, in particular the 

                                                           
1Syria has not sign on the protocol II of Geneva convection 1977 related protecting the victims of   

armed conflicts. 

https://www.icrc.org/eng/resources/documents/update/2012/syria-update-2012-07-17.htm
https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/applic/ihl/ihl.nsf/WebART/365-570006
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conventions in 1949 which applies on all Syria and all parties of the 

conflict. 

of the International Court of Justice  number 38According to the article 

system, the Customary international law is considered as one source of 

the international law, which obligates all the parties of the conflict 

whether they have signed the agreements or not. 

 

icial executions:Extrajudicial and extrajud 

study of the International Committee of the Red The Article 89 in the 

(IHL), the Article 6 aw Cross's on Customary International Humanitarian L

according to the four Geneva Conventions  Additional Protocol II of the

states: 

"No judgment or execution of any sentence may be imposed against any 

person found guilty of a crime without prior trial by a court with the 
2."basic guarantees of independence and impartiality 

: cal Rights statesInternational Covenant on Civil and PolitiArticle 6 of the 

"The right in life is an inherent right of every human being. The law 

should protect this right and no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of the 

life. 

“The death penalty may not be imposed for crimes committed by 
persons under the age of 18 years, neither on pregnant women.” 

Statute of the International Criminal Court The Article 8 (2) (c) of the 

defines war crimes:  

"In the case of an armed conflict not of an international trait, the 

violations of article 3 in the four Geneva Conventions which are 

acknowledged on the  12 August 1949, which are any of the following 

acts Committed against persons not actively involved in hostilities, 

including members of the armed forces who have laid down their arms 

and those who have become unable to fight because of illness, injury, 

detention or any other reason 

                                                           
2See rule 10 of ICRC study on customary IHL.  

http://www.icj-cij.org/en/statute
https://www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/other/customary-international-humanitarian-law-i-icrc-eng.pdf
https://www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/other/customary-international-humanitarian-law-i-icrc-eng.pdf
https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/ihl/INTRO/475?OpenDocument
http://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/ccpr.aspx
http://legal.un.org/icc/statute/99_corr/cstatute.htm
http://legal.un.org/icc/statute/99_corr/cstatute.htm
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1-The Use of violence against life and persons, in particular murder of all 

kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture 

2-The Assault on the dignity of any person, in particular the humiliation 

of the dignity  

3-Taking the hostages 

4-The judgments and executions without prior judgment by a structured 

constituted court which ensures all judicial guarantees that generally 

recognized as indispensable. " 

The following actions are considered as a crime against humanity if 

committed in the context of a widespread or systematic attack directed 

against any civilian population: Murder, Extermination, Forced 

displacement, Extreme deprivation, Torture, Persecution of any specific 

group of people for any political, racial, national, ethic, culture or 
3religious reasons as well as any other action. 

 

The Guarantee of Fair trial for all people  

The Article 6 (2) of the Additional Protocol II stated the guarantees that 

to be available in a trial to ensure its independency and Neutrality 

“No sentence shall be passed and no penalty shall be executed on a 
person found guilty of an offence except pursuant to a conviction 

pronounced by a court offering the essential guarantees of 

independence and impartiality. In particular: 

 

(a) the procedure shall provide for an accused to be informed without 

delay of the particulars of the offence alleged against him and shall 

afford the accused before and during his trial all necessary rights and 

means of defence; 

 

(b) no one shall be convicted of an offence except on the basis of 

individual penal responsibility; 

                                                           
3See article 7(1) of the ICC system.  
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(c) no one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any 

act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence, under the 

law, at the time when it was committed; nor shall a heavier penalty be 

imposed than that which was applicable at the time when the criminal 

offence was committed; if, after the commission of the offence, 

provision is made by law for the imposition of a lighter penalty, the 

offender shall benefit thereby; 

 

(d) anyone charged with an offence is presumed innocent until proved 

guilty according to law; 

 

(e) anyone charged with an offence shall have the right to be tried in his 

presence; 

 

(f) no one shall be compelled to testify against himself or to confess 

guilt.” 

The Article 6 (3) states: “A convicted person shall be advised on 

conviction of his judicial and other remedies and of the time-limits 

.ch they may be exercised”within whi 

 

Lack of respect for the dead and maimed bodies: 

In the rule 113 of the c states: “Each party to the conflict must take all 

possible measures to prevent the dead from being despoiled. Mutilation 

of dead bodies is prohibited." 

 

Enforced disappearance and arbitrary detention: 

The rule 98 of the International Committee of the Red Cross's study on 

customary international humanitarian law states: "Enforced 

disappearance is prohibited.” 

The rule 99 stats: “Arbitrary deprivation of liberty is prohibited.” 
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The Missing persons and the deprived of their liberty: 

The rule 117 of the ICRC's study on customary international 

humanitarian law states: The de "Each Party to the conflict shall take the 

necessary measures to report persons who have been reported missing 

as a result of an armed conflict and shall provide their family members 

with any information about their fate."tails documentation of detainees 
4international armed conflicts.-considered a law in international and non 

 

nd the inhuman acts:The torture a 

The Customary international humanitarian law prohibits torture, cruel 

and inhuman treatment, assault on personal dignity, enforced 

disappearance and arbitrary deprivation of liberty. The rule 90 of the 

ICRC's study on customary international humanitarian law stats: 

"Torture, cruel or inhuman treatment, in particular humiliating and 

degrading treatment is prohibited ". 

 

Forced displacement: 

The rule 129, paragraph (b), of the International Committee of the Red 

Cross (ICRC) Study on International Humanitarian Law stats: “Parties to a 

non-international armed conflict may not order the displacement of the 

civilian population, in whole or in part, for reasons related to the 

conflict, unless the security of the civilians involved or imperative 

military reasons so demand.” 

 

The houses seizure: 

The Article 50 of the International Committee of the Red Cross's study 

on customary international humanitarian law states:"The destruction or 

                                                           
4See rule 123 of ICRC study on customary IHL.  
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seizure of the property of the adversary shall be prohibited except in 

cases of imperative military necessity”. 

Rule 133 states that "the property rights of displaced persons must be 

respected ". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seventh: Unbelievable Events: 

The massacre which was committed by ISIS against the people in the 

villages of Abu Hamam, Al-Kashkiya and Granij is considered as the 

largest in der al zour, in one incident, during execution of a person from 

Shu'aitat, a member of ISIS announced to the crowded people said: “we 
will execute him to be a lesson”. 

 

The Raid of the Three Villages: 

ISIS’s raid started in the last ten days of the month of Ramadan in 2014 
and continued for 26 days using light and medium weapons, as 

confirmed by all the witnesses met by Justice for Life. Witness Hamad al-

Mustafa (a pseudonym), from the village of Granij: 
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“The raid was in Ramadan and the forced 
displacement was in Eid Alfuter, ISIS used various 

kinds of weapons from light and heavy machine 

guns, mortars and tanks, and they had air forces 

they would have used it to burn the area”. 

 

Which was confirmed by Hamada a pseudonym from the village of 

Granji  

ISIS attempts to control the Shu'aitat villages started with a huge 

number of forces on many sides which helped them to achieve quick 

control on the targeted villages. Abu Mohammad ,a pseudonym, from 

Al-Kashkiya village, said: “ ISIS sent to armed forces, one from the tank 
field and the second from the alomar field which is located on the axis 

of Alzabian town and the villages of ALtayanah and alswidan, using 

tanks and Pickups which was supported antibiotics, but they failed to 

raid the area and they suffered a massive lost because they were faced 

by armed forces that was before a part of the free Syrian army along 

with some civilians who carried weapons to defend themselves”  

Abu Mohammad continues in his testimony: “ISIS used the Heavy 
artillery and bombed vehicles, ISIS pitched the artilleries on a hill in the 

village of alkamsh (Tishren) which is located on the opposite side of 

Shu'aitat village targeting the civilian houses, as well as targeting the 

check points of the armed forces with bombed vehicle which was 

located near to the town of albuhirah, the attack caused five wounded 

civilians, and another bomb exploded near to the village of Abu 

Hardoup which caused one wounded civilian, since the vehicle was 

disposed before its explosion, The indiscriminate use of weapons and 

targeting houses caused the civilian to displace hiding towards the 

villages of the eastern rural of Al Boukmal”. 
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Detention and Intentional Killing: 

ISIS succeeded to raid the villages of Shu’aitat after many attempts, the 
witness, Muhammad Alabed ,a pseudonym, said: “(ISIS pitched check 

points and focused on the young adults men, and break into houses” in 
the same context, the witness, Ahmad ,a pseudonym, who is from the 

village of Abu Alhamam said: “ ISIS members let some of the detained 
civilians to gas field of Conoco and the oil field of Alomar, and 

murdered many of them”. 

Abu Muhammad told the organization of justice: 

“ISIS arrested many men who did flee the targeted villages and some 
of them were children”. 

 

ISIS attacked the neighboring hospitals searching for Shu’aitat tribe 
members and murdered some of the wounded, a witness, Abu Ahmad, 

said: 

 

 

 

“ISIS brock into the hospital of Nabed Alhayat in the twon of Alhagin 
and murdered more than three wounded civilians and the 

companions, they also brock into the hospital of Al Mayadin city and 

murdered a wounded civilian, all the victims were from Shu’aitat 
tribe, the witness confirms that ISIS members murdered any 

wounded person after they managed to raid the area”. 

 

Abu Muhamad Mentioned many of the arrests after the raid:” many of 
Alhaj Osman Alsabaa family were arrested, and one of them was 

executed on a check point of ISIS in the village of Alshfa and his family 

was forced to split on him, and his father was forced to kiss his son 
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head after had been cut out of his body, and a large number of civilians 

in the villages of Abu Hamam, Alkushkia, including the sons of Ahmad 

Hajer Alomar and Muhamad Alzarou, and his cousin, tens of civilians 

were arrested during their attempt to reach for the village of Alsousa 

that is administrated by Albukamal, the detained were let to 

Albukamal and then to Iraq, were some of them were released but I do 

not know about the fate of the rest of them” 

The inhabited of Shu’aitat villages were displaced with no specific 
direction, since their priority was to survive death which was chasing 

them on the hand of ISIS members 

ISIS did not only arrest the civilians who did not displace their villages 

but also, they chased the civilians who flee the villages. The witness 

Khalil Al Sad a pseudonym said: 

“ISIS chased the civilians of Shu’aitat villages everywhere and they 
arrested people only for being from Shu’aitat tribe and they arrested 
some of the relatives”. 

 

Abu Muhamad Says:” On 11th of August in 2014, ISIS brock into a camp 
the village of Albuhirah and arrested some of the civilians and we do 

not know their fate until now”. 

Abu Muhammad continues his testimony about the arrest of the 

Shu’aitat tribe members after they were displaced from their villages:” 
They arrested Munir Hamad Alsaleh after two weeks of the 

displacement, and they arrested Ali Alhanoush in the village of 

albuhirah and the arrested any one of the Shu’aitat tribe from the 
streets”. 

Abu Muhamad speaks of the arrest of the Shu’aitat tribe members in the 
displacement areas by ISIS:” Many of the Shu’aitat tribe were executed 
on the check points of ISIS in the displaced areas, since many of those 

areas were raid by ISIS”. 
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The witness Khalaf Almahmoud a pseudonym explained to the 

organization: “ISIS arrested tens of people only because of their 

identity and they executed them or detained, such as Ahmad Almusa 

Alshihan who is from Shu’aitat tribe and was displaced to the town of 
Alhajin, the check point of ISIS detained him on the main street as they 

knew that he is from the village of Granji and we did not know his fate 

till two days ago, ISIS executed him near the square on the entrance of 

the Alhajin town and he was crucified for two days, I watched them 

executing him, it was a feeling that I cannot describe”. 

The witness Muhamad Alhamad a pseudonym told the organization the 

arrest and executing of Basam Alaskar who is 27 years old and was a 

displaced person Albakan area near to Alhajin town:” ISIS members 

arrested him on one of the check points in the town Alhajin accusing 

him to be a member of the free Syrian army, and executed him after 

one week in Abu Alhamam village and crucified him for two days and 

they did not allow his family to give him a proper burial and hi was 

buried in mass grave, we could not manage to have his body or to 

know the place of his grave till today”. 

The witness Ahmad Alsayid ,a pseudonym,  says: “one of ISIS security 
members told about some of the displaced people who were from 

Shu’aitat tribe who were in one of the schools in the Alhajin town and 
faction, ISIS members attacked the  5ers of Jafar Altayarthey memb

school and executed 5 of the young men, two of them were brothers, 

Salih And Loui Khalaf Alaboud, they were executed in the school yard 

after they blindfolded, and shot with more than 100 pullets by BKC 

submachine gun and they did not allow their family to exist the school 

building”. 

The witness Khalaf says: 

“10 masked members attacked the house which I were staying and 
they arrested me because I was a member of the free Syrian army, in 

the detention they tortured me till I passed out, and I came 

                                                           
5ed opposition group in Deir Ezzor.An arm  
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conscience, one of ISIS members who was called Abu Anas Alsamurai 

– Iraq citizen – stretched my leg and jumped on it with all of his 

weight, I was scramming of pain till I am not able to walk anymore”.  

 

Extrajudicial Executions:   

ISIS conducted executions against the members of Shu’aitat tribe and 
against many of the displaced people in the targeted villages, who 

previously displaced due to the conflict in Deir Ezzor between the regime 

forces and the free Syrian army forces. 

The execution included men, adults and children, civilians and armed 

members, among the executed civilians who were from the Shu’aitat 
tribe, but they were coming from the gulf countries to spend their leaves 

with their families. 

Many of the witnesses who were interviewed by the organization 

assured that most those who conducted the executions were not Syrians 

and they were masked, and they never reveled their faces  

The witness Abu Ali a pseudonym and he is from the village of Abu 

Alhamam said: “Most of the executions were conducted randomly, 
many people who were only displaced or visitors in the area were 

executed”   

Abu Muhamad Says: 

“ What happened is that many people did not participate in the fight 
against ISIS  with any faction and they were not of those who worked 

on the oil trade, some of them were working the gulf counties and 

they came to spend their vacations in Ramadan and Eid, they have 

declared that they do not have any relation with the fight against ISIS 

but ISIS executed many of them after they have decided the  area  as 

a military area and each citizen in that area should be shot 

immediately, among the victims were elders who they passed 75 
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years old, and there was children less than 15 years old”. 

 

Abu Mohammad spoke of executions of oil company staff: “More than 

15 people were murdered in the desert and they were oil company 

staff, and they did not have any relation with the Oil traders, in 

addition to all that some people were murdered in the desert, 

including a child and they were buried in a mass grave near the town of 

Alzabian”. 

Abu Muhamad told the incident of the arrest and murdered of one of his 

relatives, he was 30 years old man and a father of seven children, he did 

not fight ISIS and never carried a weapon:  “ He was on his bicycle when 
one of ISIS member saw him in the village of Albuhirah, he fall of the 

bicycle and tried to hide in one of the houses, but they managed to 

shoot him, arrested him, and they but a small bomb in his mouth to 

prevent him from talking or screaming, and toke him to unknown 

place”.   

After four months, Abu Muhamad recognized the dead body of his 

cousin by his clothing since the body was wearing the same clothing as 

his cousin when he was arrested. 

Recognizing the bodies by the clothing was one of the methods at the 

time since many of the bodies were discovered after months and they 

were decomposed and the facial specifications were unclear  

As for Muhamad Alhamad a pseudonym from Granji he told about the 

execution of a school principle in October 2014: “ISIS arrested the 
school principle who was called Hamoud Alzamit who is from the 

Aljadalah after he came back from a visit of his ill father, and executed 

him by pullets, hamoud did not participate with any armed faction”.  

Regarding the execution of his brother, the witness, Muhamad Alabed 

from Garenji a pseudonym told the organization: 

“The displaced were convinced that the situation will last longer than 
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the expected, therefore my brother decided to bring some of his legal 

papers fearing on it that could be stolen, and might support him in 

his situation in the displacement area, therefore ISIS arrested and 

murdered him, we did not know he was executed till one day I saw 

him in our street, maimed, and apparently ISIS members maimed his 

dead body”. 

 

The witness Muhamad continues his testimony:” Later, they allowed us 

to return our villages, one of ISIS members murdered my brother, the 

tied his legs to the 4WD vehicle and dragged him for one hour accusing 

him for being apostate, and then they throw him in front of his house 

to be a lesson for everyone tries to enter his house”. 

About the execution of Ahmad Ajoun, the witness, Hamada a 

pseudonym explained: “ISIS arrested Ahmad on a check point in the 
town of ALhajin and he was taken to an unknown destination, we 

looked for him everywhere, but useless, till someone told us that he 

was executed and they throw his body near to the town square in the 

village of Granji, after many attempt to allow us go there and carry the 

body, which was there in the sun for  five  days, we managed to bury 

him in the village of ALbakan, he was executed with a bullet in his 

head”. 

ISIS executed tens of the detained people who were from Shu’aitat tribe, 
with no trail or evidence, they threw accusations as the wanted, issued 

the judgment, and executed them, they intended in the executions to 

frighten the people, and they intended to insult the victims’ families and 
prevent them to have a proper burial according the customary 

traditions”   

One witness, Khalil Alsad a pseudonym explained about his uncle 

execution: “ISIS arrested my uncle from his house in the village of 

Granji accusing him of funding the free Syrian army, and they also 

accused him of seizing a part of the oil money to fund the free Syrian 

army, after days of his detention, he was executed near the town 
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square in the village of Granji, where some of the people in the village 

and some of his relatives were witnessing, then thy crucified him for 

two days”.      

Khalil continues about his uncle execution: 

“Some of the residents in the village took my uncle’s body and buried 

him with out of ISIS notice, therefore ISIS break into their houses 

forced them to take his body out of the grave and crucified him again 

and they forced his parents to walk over his dead body”. 

 

One witness called as a nick name, Abed, says: “ISIS led some of the 
young men in the village of Gharanij, and commended them to squat 

and put their hands behind their heads, and killed them all with a 

bullet in the head”. 

And he named some of the victims: ” Dhib Aleubud alrafish 40 years old 
- Rachid  aleubud alrafish aged 60 years - Sami Rachid  aleubud alrafish 

Professor of French Language aged about 30 years - mahal Al Ali and 

his son Yassine who was about 18 years old - Mohammed Al-Ali Alqarin 

who was about 25 years old - Saleh Alqarin 40 years old - Jassim 

Mohammed Saleh Alqarin aged about 38 years - Naji Alththabit 45 

years old - thabt naji alththabit 18 years - Bassam Ramadan 20 years 

old”. 

 

Mass Graves and Burial of Bodies: 

ISIS did not deliver the victims’ bodies to their relatives and did not allow 

to bury them in proper graves unless the IDPs return to the villages, they 

also did not allow anyone to witness the burial, and they did not bury 

them according to the customary traditions, the witnesses who have 

been interviewed by the organization confirmed the existence of no less 

than 10 mass graves in the villages of Shu’aitat tribe, and one of the 
witnesses said the graves are not even graves because they only put 
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sands on the bodies because of the small, therefore we cannot consider 

them to be buried even in mass graves. 

The mass graves distributed according to the witnesses in the desert of 

Abu Hamam’s town, and in the area that separates the villages of 

Gharanij and ALbuheirah near to the electricity station in the village of 

Gharanij, and near to the train lines where is to be the largest number of 

victims and graves in the desert of salt and the field to tank 

The witness estimated the number of the victims with hundreds since 

there were dead bodies that they did not even recognize   

The witness Ahmad ALsayid, a pseudonym, says: 

“After we were allowed to return into our houses we found bodies 
thrown in the streets, houses and mass graves for over than 700 dead 

body, and we found our houses stolen and destroyed and he assures 

that the burial of the bodies was not on the Islamic traditions and 

they did not allow the burial to be attended”. 

 

The witness Abu Mohammad spoke to the justice for life organization 

about the locations of the mass graves: 

 “In the area that separates Granji and ALbuheirah, towards Alsourb, in 

this area there is more than one mass grave, and in the village of 

ALkushkiah near to the Granji”s electricity station, a large number of 
dead bodies, however the largest grave was near to the train lines, 

close to the Islamic graves which where Shu’aitat tribe used to bury the 
dead bodies before, many of those who returned the villages 

recognized many of the dead bodies but did not recognize a lot of 

them, the bodies remained for one week, till one someone 

volunteered to give the proper burial for those who had been 

recognized from the mass graves”. 

The witness Muhamad Al Ahmad:” we discovered around 10 mass 

graves but we could not keep a documentation of the graves because 
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of our fear of ISIS” the witness Muhamad ALeid assured:” we found 
hundreds of dead people, some of the bodies we found were in the 

sewage system”. 

Ahmad Almustafa ,a pseudonym, says: 

“Many of the dead bodies had decomposed due to the heat since we 
have discovered the graves one year after our return to the villages”. 

 

Khalaf Alhamoued explained that many of the bodies were eaten by lost 

dogs and no one was able to recognize them till now. 

  

Seizing and Roping the Houses: 

Using the accusation of atheism, ISIS violated the villages’ property in 
(Abu Hammam-Al-Kushkia-Gharanij) and their members stole most of 

the houses and properties 

Abu Ali says: “ISIS expropriated the furniture, livestock, and vehicles 
and sold it all public auctions which one of it was held in the field of 

Alomar and the other was held in the gas field of Conoco, and they 

roped the houses and lived in those houses”. 

Abu Muhamad Says: 

“More that 90% of the properties in the three villages were roped in 
a wild roping campaign, the most effected villages were Abu Hamam, 

the resident of Abu Hamam village were the last ones to be allowed 

to return, ISIS vehicles continued to rope the villages properties 

especially Abu Hamam village for more than 4 months”. 
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The people did not carry any of their properties when they flee their 

villages because they were afraid for their lives and they did not expect 

to stay a way of their houses for that long  

The witness, Muhamad Al Hamad, told the justice for life organization 

bout what happened to the properties of villages from robbery and 

looting saying: 

“ISIS members looted the houses of the villages and they burned and 
destroyed some of it and sold the properties in public auctions in 

sheep prices considering those properties to be spoils they have gained 

by controlling the area”. 

Abu Muhamad Said” ISIS looted the charity pharmacy, and took 

everything in the pharmacy, they also roped the hospital of Khalaf 

ALayian and laboratory of Yaser Ibrahim ALsalih”. 

  

The Permission to Return to the Villages:  

ISIS allowed the people of the villages to return with conditions, and 

they distinguished between those who fought against ISIS and those 

who were called common people who they did not fight against ISIS, and 

the most important condition was what was called ransom with money 

and weapons. 

Abu Muhamad Says: “anyone wanted to return had to pay a ransom 
which was a gun and three or four storages these were for commen 

people, but for the fighters they had to hand their weapons and pay 

some ransoms, and everyone was forced to attend an Islamic courses 

to be able to return to Islam”. Abu Muhamad Assured: “Everyone had 
to pledge not to fight against ISIS and anyone who broke that pledge 

must be killed”. 
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A paper issued by ISIS allowing a person from the village of Gharanij to 

return his village 

 

A paper issued by ISIS allowing a person from the village of Abu 

Hamam to return his village 
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Eighth: Results: 

1- According to witness statement in the report, ISIS targeted the three 

villages (Abu Hammam-Granije-Al-Kashkia) indiscriminately and 

committed an extrajudicial execution, attacked a number of hospitals 

and killed the wounded. Which is all parts of rule 89 of customary 

international humanitarian law. 

2- ISIS did not comply with any of the principles and judicial guarantees 

that was recognized by international law. According to witnesses, ISIS’s 
members have killed civilians, adult, children and soldiers without any 

trial, which is constitute as a massive violation of international 

humanitarian law. 

3- The deliberate murder of the inhabitants in the three villages by ISIS 

could raise to the level of a war crime or a crime against humanity or 

both, according to the article 7 (1) and article 8 (2) (c) of the Statute of 

the International Criminal Court 
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4- What had been committed by ISIS such as the forced concealment, 

arbitrary detention of the inhabitants of Shu'aitat villages, preventing 

information about their fates of their families, the maiming the dead 

bodies, forbidding the proper burial, and all the actions which done by 

the ISIS, considered as prohibited and violation of the articles 90, 98, 99, 

113, 117 and 123 of customary international humanitarian law. 

 5- ISIS carried out forcing the inhabitance on displacement out of the 

villages of Abu Hammam, Granagh and Kashkiyah which is a violation 

ofthe article 129 of customary international humanitarian law, because 

there were no military reasons to deport them, and the safety of 

civilians did not require their forcible transfer.  

6- ISIS carried out the confiscation and seizure of civilians’ Properties in 
the villages which is considered as a violation of rules 50 and 133 of the 

customary international law of this custom and it is a breach of their 

obligations as a party in the conflict.  

 

Ninth: Recommendations: 

According to the witness’s testimonies and as a result of the report, 
Justice for Life organization offers the following recommendations: 

To the survivors of the al Shu'aitat victims’ and their families: 

1- The necessity to document and keep the data and pictures of victims 

and missing persons from the three villages 

2- Cooperation with the local and international organizations which aims 

to document human rights violations for both of publication and 

advocacy or for future prosecution. 

 

To the UN Security Council: 

1- To refer the situation in Syria to the International Criminal Court, 

since the Syrian Arab Republic has not signed the essential regulation of 

Rome which was established for the Court to investigate war crimes and 
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crimes against humanity, which may include the case of Shu'aitat tribe 

villages. 

2- To Seek to guarantee that all the conflict parties in Syria are efficiently 

 2139executing the human rights laws especially the ones in the decision 

which is issued by the UN council in the session 7116 which was held on 

22/2/2014 including the decision prohibiting the actions of Extrajudicial 

executions, torture and other ill-treatment.  

 

To the International Community: 

1- Working towards a political solution in Syria in according to the 

Security Council decisions. The Justice for Life organization cautions that 

any delay in reaching a just solution would allow to the all parties in the 

Syrian conflict to continue the commission of violations. 

2- The need to be vigilant in pursuing those who were involved in ISIS 

and avoiding the collective punishment, which in the long run generates 

counterproductive consequences that deep extremism. 

3- The prosecution of ISIS members who have fled to many countries 

outside Syria. And activate the principle of universal jurisdiction to be 

enabled to prosecute the war criminals and perpetrators of crimes 

against humanity committed in Syria. 

4- The necessity to consider all committed crimes in Syria from all parties 

of the Syrian conflict as this will contribute in prevention against 

extremism. 

 

To the Syria Democratic Forces: 

1- Seeking to detect the fate of those who were arrested by ISIS from the 

tribe and all civilians of Deir Ezzor Governorate. 

2- Cooperating with all international efforts to investigate the crimes 

committed by ISIS in the areas which were under the control of ISIS in 

Deir Al-Zour Governorate. 

3- Cooperating with all independent investigations regarding the 

violations of the human rights law including the committee which was 

assigned by the UN to investigate the events in Syria and the 

http://www.un.org/ar/documents/viewdoc.asp?docnumber=S/RES/2139(2014)&referer=/english/&Lang=E
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international and independent mechanism which is administrated by the 

UN and human rights organizations, and enabling the human aid staff to 

have the immediate access with no briars to reach the civil inhabitant in 

their under-control areas. 

 

To the Syrian Government: 

1- To acknowlage the basic Rome system in order to allow the 

International Criminal Court to investigate and prosecute the committed 

crimes in Syria by all parties in the Syrian conflict. 

2- To allow Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the 

Syrian Arab Republic to conduct an honest and independent 

investigation in the committed crimes in Syria.  the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Human Rights and humanitarian agencies which 

subordinate to the United Nations to be allowed to carry out all its 

activities in Syria. 

To Local and International Humanitarian Organizations: 

1- Setting and establishing methods to provide care for victims who have 

been tortured or witnessed the killing process which was carried out by 

the ISIS in Deir Ezzor. 

2- Supporting the demining programs in the areas that have been 

restored from ISIS in Deir Ezzor, including the villages of Shu’aitat tribe. 
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